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ABSTRACT Emotion recognition from speech signals is an important but challenging component of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). In the literature of speech emotion recognition (SER), many techniques
have been utilized to extract emotions from signals, including many well-established speech analysis
and classification techniques. Deep Learning techniques have been recently proposed as an alternative to
traditional techniques in SER. This paper presents an overview of Deep Learning techniques and discusses
some recent literature where these methods are utilized for speech-based emotion recognition. The review
covers databases used, emotions extracted, contributions made toward speech emotion recognition and
limitations related to it.

INDEX TERMS Speech emotion recognition, deep learning, deep neural network, deep Boltzmannmachine,
recurrent neural network, deep belief network, convolutional neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emotion recognition from speech has evolved from being
a niche to an important component for Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) [1]–[3]. These systems aim to facilitate
the natural interaction with machines by direct voice inter-
action instead of using traditional devices as input to under-
stand verbal content and make it easy for human listeners to
react [4]–[6]. Some applications include dialogue systems for
spoken languages such as call center conversations, onboard
vehicle driving system and utilization of emotion patterns
from the speech in medical applications [7]. Nonetheless,
there are many problems in HCI systems that still need to be
properly addressed, particularly as these systems move from
lab testing to real-world application [8]–[10]. Hence, efforts
are required to effectively solve such problems and achieve
better emotion recognition by machines.

Determining the emotional state of humans is an idiosyn-
cratic task and may be used as a standard for any emotion
recognition model [11]. Amongst the numerous models used
for categorization of these emotions, a discrete emotional
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approach is considered as one of the fundamental approaches.
It uses various emotions such as anger, boredom, disgust,
surprise, fear, joy, happiness, neutral and sadness [12], [13].
Another important model that is used is a three-dimensional
continuous space with parameters such as arousal, valence,
and potency.

The approach for speech emotion recognition (SER) pri-
marily comprises two phases known as feature extraction
and features classification phase [14]. In the field of speech
processing, researchers have derived several features such
as source-based excitation features, prosodic features, vocal
traction factors, and other hybrid features [15]. The second
phase includes feature classification using linear and non-
linear classifiers. The most commonly used linear classi-
fiers for emotion recognition include Bayesian Networks
(BN) or the Maximum Likelihood Principle (MLP) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Usually, the speech signal
is considered to be non-stationary. Hence, it is considered
that non-linear classifiers work effectively for SER. There
are many non-linear classifiers available for SER, includ-
ing Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) [16]. These are widely used for classifica-
tion of information that is derived from basic level features.
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Energy-based features such as Linear Predictor Coeffi-
cients (LPC), Mel Energy-spectrum Dynamic Coefficients
(MEDC), Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC)
and Perceptual Linear Prediction cepstrum coefficients (PLP)
are often used for effective emotion recognition from
speech. Other classifiers including K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Decision
trees are also applied for emotion recognition [17].

Deep Learning has been considered as an emerging
research field in machine learning and has gained more atten-
tion in recent years [18]. Deep Learning techniques for SER
have several advantages over traditional methods, including
their capability to detect the complex structure and features
without the need for manual feature extraction and tuning;
tendency toward extraction of low-level features from the
given raw data, and ability to deal with un-labeled data.

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are based on feed-forward
structures comprised of one or more underlying hidden layers
between inputs and outputs. The feed-forward architectures
such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) provides efficient results for image
and video processing. On the other hand, recurrent archi-
tectures such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) are much effective in
speech-based classification such as natural language process-
ing (NLP) and SER [18]. Apart from their effective way of
classification these models do have some limitations. For
instance, the positive aspect of CNNs is to learn features from
high-dimensional input data, but on the other hand, it also
learns features from small variations and distortion occur-
rence and hence, requires large storage capability. Similarly,
LSTM-based RNNs are able to handle variable input data and
model long-range sequential text data.

The organization of this paper is as follows. A review of
background for speech-based emotion detection and recog-
nition using traditional classification techniques is given in
Section II. Section III reviews the need for deep learning tech-
niques utilized in a different context for SER. In Section IV,
different deep learning techniques are discussed on the basis
of their layer-wise architecture for SER. Further, Section V
provides a summary of the papers based on these deep learn-
ing techniques for SER along with detailed discussion and
future directions. Finally, concluding remarks are presented
in Section VI.

A list of nomenclature used throughout this review paper
is provided in Table 1 as follow.

II. TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR SER
Emotion recognition systems based on digitized speech is
comprised of three fundamental components: signal prepro-
cessing, feature extraction, and classification [19]. Acoustic
preprocessing such as denoising, as well as segmenta-
tion, is carried out to determine meaningful units of the
signal [20]. Feature extraction is utilized to identify the rel-
evant features available in the signal. Lastly, the mapping of
extracted feature vectors to relevant emotions is carried out

TABLE 1. List of nomenclature used in this review paper.

by classifiers. In this section, a detailed discussion of speech
signal processing, feature extraction, and classification is
provided [21]. Also, the differences between spontaneous
and acted speech are discussed due to their relevance to
the topic [22], [23]. Figure 1 depicts a simplified system
utilized for speech-based emotion recognition. In the first
stage of speech-based signal processing, speech enhancement
is carried out where the noisy components are removed.
The second stage involves two parts, feature extraction, and
feature selection. The required features are extracted from the
preprocessed speech signal and the selection is made from
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FIGURE 1. Traditional Speech Emotion Recognition System.

the extracted features. Such feature extraction and selection is
usually based on the analysis of speech signals in the time and
frequency domains. During the third stage, various classifiers
such as GMM and HMM, etc. are utilized for classification of
these features. Lastly, based on feature classification different
emotions are recognized.

A. ENHANCEMENT OF INPUT SPEECH DATA IN SER
The input data collected for emotion recognition is often
corrupted by noise during the capturing phase [24]. Due to
these impairments, the feature extraction and classification
become less accurate [25]. This means that the enhancement
of the input data is a critical step in emotion detection and
recognition systems. In this preprocessing stage, the emo-
tional discrimination is kept, while the speaker and recording
variation is eliminated [26].

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION IN SER
The speech signal after enhancement is characterized into
meaningful units called segments [27]. Relevant features are
extracted and classified into various categories based on the
information extracted. One type of classification is short term
classification based on short-period characteristics such as
energy, formants and pitch [28]. The other is known as long
term classification; mean and standard deviation are two of
the often-used long term features [29]. Among prosodic fea-
tures, the intensity, pitch, rate of spoken words and variance
are usually important to identify various types of emotions
from the input speech signal [30], [31]. A few of the charac-
teristics based on acoustics emotions of speech are presented
in Table 2.

C. MEASURES FOR ACOUSTICS IN SER
Information availability of emotions is encrypted in every
aspect of language and the variations in it. The vocal param-
eters and their relation to emotion recognition are among the
most researched topics in this field. Parameters such as inten-
sity, pitch, and rate of spoken words and quality of voice are
frequently considered [32]. Often, a straightforward view of
emotion is considered, wherein emotions are assumed to exist
as discrete categories. These discrete emotions sometimes

TABLE 2. Summarized form of some acoustic variations observed based
on emotions.

have relatively clear relationships with acoustic parameters,
for example, as indicated in Table 2 for a subset of emotions.
Often, the intensity and pitch are correlated to activation,
so that the value of intensity increases along with high pitch
and gets low with low pitch [33]. Factors that affect the
mapping from acoustic variables to emotion include whether
the speaker is acting, there are high speaker variations, and
the mood or personality of the individual.

In HCI, emotions are usually spontaneous and are gener-
ally not the prototypical discrete emotions, rather they are
often weakly expressed, mixed, and hard to distinguish from
each other [34]. In the literature, emotional statements are
termed as positive and negative based on emotions expressed
by an individual [35]. Other experiments show that the
listener-based acted emotions are much stronger and accurate
than natural emotions, which may suggest that actors exag-
gerate the expression of emotions. According to the study
in [35], the fundamental emotions can be described by areas
within the space defined by the axes of arousal and valence
are provided in Figure 2. Arousal represents the intensity of
calmness or excitement, whereas the valence represents the
effect of positivity and negativity in the emotions.
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FIGURE 2. A two dimensional basic emotional space.

D. CLASSIFICATION OF FEATURES IN SER
In literature, various classifiers have been investigated to
develop systems such as SER, speech recognition, and
speaker verification, to name a few [36]–[39]. On the other
hand, the justification for choosing a particular classifier to
the specific speech task is often not mentioned in most of
the applications. Typically, classifiers are selected on either
rule of thumb or empirical evaluation of some indicators as
mentioned earlier.

Normally, pattern recognition classifiers used for SER can
be broadly be categorized into two main types, namely linear
classifiers and non-linear classifiers. Linear classifiers usu-
ally perform classification based on object features with a lin-
ear arrangement of various objects [40]–[43]. These objects
are mostly evaluated in the form of an array termed as a fea-
ture vector. In contrast, non-linear classifiers are utilized for
object characterization in developing the non-linear weighted
combination of such objects.

Table 3 depicts a few traditional linear and non-linear
classifiers used for SER.

E. DATABASES USED FOR SER
Speech emotional databases are used by many researchers in
a variety of research activities [52]. Quality of the databases
utilized and performance achieved are the most important
factors in evaluation for emotion recognition. The methods
available and objectives in the collection of speech databases
vary depending on the motivation for speech systems devel-
opment. Table 4 provides the characteristics of various freely
available emotional speech databases.

For development of emotional speech systems, speech
databases are categorized into three main types.

TABLE 3. Few linear and non-linear classifiers used for SER.

FIGURE 3. Emotion recognition databases and their difficulty level.

The categorization of databases can also be described accord-
ing to the continuum shown in Figure 3.

• Simulated database:
In these databases, the speech data has been recorded
by well trained and experienced performers [44], [45].
Among all databases this one is considered as the sim-
plest way to obtained the speech-based dataset of various
emotions. It is considered that almost 60% of speech
databases are gathered by this technique.

• Induced database:
This is another type of database in which the emotional
set is collected by creating an artificial emotional situ-
ation [50], [51]. This is done without the knowledge of
the performer or speaker. As compared to actor-based
database, this is a more naturalistic database. However,
an issue of ethics may apply, because the speaker should
know that they have been recorded for research-based
activities.

• Natural database:
While most realistic, these databases are hard to obtain
due to the difficulty in recognition [52]. Natural emo-
tional speech databases are usually recorded from the
general public conversation, call center conversations
and so on.

In early 1990s, when the research on speech-based emo-
tion recognition developed in earnest, researchers often com-
menced with acted databases and later moved to realistic
databases [51], [52]. In acted databases, the most com-
monly used databases are Berlin Emotional Speech Database
(EmoDB) andDanish Emotional SpeechDatabase (DES) that
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TABLE 4. Characteristics of various free available emotional speech databases.

contains the recorded voices of 10 performers.This includes
4 persons for testing, who were asked to speak various sen-
tences in 5 different emotional states. The data comprises
the German-Aibo emotion and Smart-Kom data, where the
actors’ voices are recorded in a laboratory. Additionally,
the call center conversations in a fully realistic environment
from live recordings have been used.

Literature suggests there is a large variation between the
databases in the number of emotions recognized and the
number of performers, purpose, and methodology. Speech
emotional databases are employed in psychological studies
for knowing the patient’s behavior as well as in situations
where automation in emotion recognition is desired. The
system becomes complex and emotion recognition is hard to
achieve when the real-time data is employed.

III. NEED OF DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR SER
Speech processing usually functions in a straightforward
manner on an audio signal [53]. It is considered significant
and necessary for various speech-based applications such
as SER, speech denoising and music classification. With
recent advancements, SER has gained much significance.
However, it still requires accurate methodologies to mimic
human-like behavior for interaction with human beings [54].
As discussed earlier, a SER system is made up of various
components that include feature selection and extraction, fea-
ture classification, acoustic modeling, recognition per unit,
and most importantly language-based modeling. The tradi-
tional SER systems typically incorporate various classifica-
tion models such as GMMs and HMMs. The GMMs are uti-
lized for illustration of acoustic features of sound units, while,

the HMMs are utilized for dealing with temporal variations
occurrence in speech signals.

Deep learning methods are comprised of various non-
linear components that perform computation on a parallel
basis [55]. However, these methods need to be structured
with deeper layers of architecture to overcome the limita-
tions of other techniques. Deep learning techniques such as
Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM), Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN), Recursive Neural Network (RNN), Deep Belief
Network (DBN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and
Auto Encoder (AE) are considered a few of the funda-
mental deep learning techniques used for SER, that signif-
icantly improves the overall performance of the designed
system.

Deep learning is an emerging research field in machine
learning and has gained much attention in recent years.
A few researchers have used DNNs to trained their respective
models for SER. Figure 4 depicts the difference between
traditional machine learning flow and deep learning flow
mechanisms for SER. Table 5 shows a detailed comparative
analysis of the traditional algorithms with Deep learning
i.e., Deep Convolutional Neural Network(DCNN) algorithm
in the context of measuring various emotions using
IEMOCAP, Emo-DB and SAVEE datasets and recognized
various emotions such as happiness, anger, and sadness [56].
It is deduced that deep learning algorithms perform well in
emotion recognition as compared to traditional techniques.

In the next section, the paper aims to discuss various
deep learning techniques in the context of SER. These
methods provide accurate results as compared to traditional
techniques but are computationally complex. This section
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FIGURE 4. Traditional Machine Learning Flow vs Deep Learning Flow.

TABLE 5. Comparative analysis of different classifiers in SER [56].

provides literature-based support to researchers and readers
to assess the HCI feasibility and help them to analyze the
user’s emotional voice in the given scenario. The real-time
applications of these techniques are much more complex,
however, emotion recognition from speech input data is a
feasible option [56]. These methods do have limitations,
however, a combination of two or more of these classifiers
results in a new step and possibly improve the detection of
emotions.

IV. DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR SER
Deep learning is derived from the family of machine learn-
ing, which is a broader learning technique for data repre-
sentation such as emotions [57], [58]. This deep learning
can un-supervised, semi-supervised or fully supervised. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates a generic layer-wise architecture for DNN.

Currently, deep learning is a fast-growing research area due
to its multi-layered structure and efficient results delivery.
These research areas include speech emotion recognition,
speech and image recognition, natural language processing,
and pattern recognition [59], [60]. In this section, various
deep learning algorithms such as DBMs, DBNs, CNNs,
RNNs, RvNNs, and AEs are discussed.

A. DEEP BOLTZMANN MACHINE (DBM)
DBMs are basically derived fromMarkov Random fields and
are comprised of various hidden layers [61], [62]. These lay-
ers are based on randomly chosen variables and coupled with

FIGURE 5. Generic layer-wise Deep Neural Network (DNN) Architecture.

stochastic entities. The domain of visible entities is given by
vi{0, 1} ∈C , with combination of hidden units h(1)i ∈ {0, 1}

b1 ,
h(2)i ∈ {0, 1}

C2 , · · ·, h(L)i ∈ {0, 1}
CL as shown in Figure 6 (a).

Contrary, in a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), there
is no inter-connection between the entities of the same
layers. A generalized three-layer RBM network is shown
in Figure 6 (b). The probability allotted to each vector com-
ponent in vi is given by

p(vi) =
1
Z

∑
hi

{e
∑
abWab(1)vihb(1) + e

∑
bcWbc(2)h(2)b h(2)i

+ e
∑
cdWcd (3)h(3)c h(3)i } (1)

where h = {h(1)i , h
(2)
i , h

(3)
i } represent the set of hidden layer

entities and θ = {W (1)
i ,W (2)

i ,W (3)
i } corresponds to sym-

metric interaction between visible and hidden units. This
further denotes the visible-hidden and hidden-hidden vector
interaction. If W (2)

i = W (3)
i = 0, the system is termed

as RBM.
The main advantage of DBM is its tendency to learn

quickly and provide efficient representation. It achieves this
by layer to layer pre-training [63]. This is the reason that
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FIGURE 6. Graphical representation of (a) Deep boltzmann machine (DBM) and (b) Restricted boltzmann
machine (RBM).

DBMcan provide better results for emotion recognition when
speech is provided as input. Along with this, DBM has some
disadvantages as well, such as restricted effectiveness in cer-
tain scenarios [64].

B. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK (RNN)
RNN is a branch of neural network based on sequential
information, where the outputs and inputs are interdepen-
dent [65]. Usually, this interdependency is useful in predict-
ing the future state of the input. RNNs like CNNs require
memory to store the overall information obtained in the
sequential process of deep learning modeling, and gener-
ally works efficiently only for a few back-propagation steps.
Figure 7 depicts the basic RNN architecture.

FIGURE 7. Basic architecture of Recurrent Neural Network.

where xt is the input, st is the underlaying hidden state,
and ot is the output at time step t . The U ,V ,W are known as
parameters for hidden matrices and their values may varies
for every time step. The hidden state is calculated as St =
f (U(xt ) + Ws(t−1) ). According to [66], RNNs are suitable for
speech emotion recognition due to short-time level framing
for acoustic features.

The main problem that affects the overall performance of
the RNN is its sensitivity towards the disappearance of the
gradients [67]. In other words, the gradients may decay expo-
nentially during the training phase and get multiplied with
lots of small or large derivatives. However, this sensitivity
gets reduced over a while and results in forgetting the inputs

provided at the initial level. To avoid such a situation, Long
Short-TermMemory (LSTM) is utilized for providing a block
between the recurrent connections. Each block of memory
stores the network temporal states, and include gated units for
controlling the inflow of new information. The residual con-
nections are usually very deep and hence useful for reducing
the gradient issue.

C. RECURSIVE NEURAL NETWORK (RvNN)
RvNN is a hierarchical deep learning technique with no
dependency on the tree-structured input sequence on RvNN
is a hierarchical deep learning technique with no dependency
on the tree-structured input sequence [68]. It can easily learn
the parse tree of the provided data by dividing the input into
small chunks. Its governing equation is provided in (2) and
Figure 8 depicts a RvNN architecture.

p1,2 = tanh(W [c1; c2]) (2)

FIGURE 8. Basic architecture of Recursive Neural Network.

where W is designed as n × 2n weighted matrix. This struc-
tured network is well utilized for syntactic parsing for natural
language processing, speech processing, speech emotion and
pattern recognition in audio and visual input data.
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RvNN is mostly used for natural language processing but
its architecture is able to handle different modalities such as
SER and speech recognition. According to the study in [69],
the RvNN can be used for the classification of natural lan-
guage sentences as well as natural image processing. It ini-
tially computes the overall score of the possible pair for
merging them in pairs and to build a syntactic tree. The pair
of highest score is further combined with a vector known as
compositional vector. Once the pair gets merged, the RvNN
then generates multiple units, the region representing vectors,
and the classification labels.

D. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK (DBN)
DBN is much more complicated in structure and is built
from cascaded RBM structures [70]. DBN is an extension of
RBMs, in which RBMs are trained layer to layer in a bottom-
up manner. The DBNs are usually used for speech emotion
recognition due to their ability to learn the recognition param-
eters efficiently, no matter how a large number of parameters.
It also avoids the non-linearity in layers [71]. DBNs are
used to tackle slow speed localized problems using back
propagation algorithms during training. Figure 9 represents
the layer-wise architecture of the DBN in which the RBMs
are trained and evaluated layer-wise from bottom to top.

FIGURE 9. Layer-wise architecture of Deep Belief Network.

An RBM is usually generative stochastic because it pro-
vides probabilistic distributions as output for a given input.
The configuration of RBM based on its energy level for
determination of the output distribution function along with
its weights and state vectors units y from its visible layer is
expressed as

E(y, z) = −mT y− nT z− yTWz (3)

where z is termed as binary configuration units of the hid-
den layer, m and n refers to prejudices of both hidden and
visible layers. The matrix W provides a connection between
the weights of various layers. The probability between
pair vectors of hidden and visible layers is given by the

following equation

P(y, z) =
e−E(y,z)

L
(4)

where L is known as partition function defined for all possible
configurations normalizing the probabilistic distribution to
unity. As the RBM is unable to model the original input data,
so DBN uses its greedy algorithm to improve the generative
model by allowing all subnetwork to receive various repre-
sentations of data. Moreover, with the addition of a new layer
into DBN, the overall variational bounds on the deeper layer
are further improved as compared to the previous RBMblock.

The first main advantage of DBN is the un-supervised
nature in pre-training techniques with large and unlabeled
databases [71]. The second advantage of DBNs is that they
can compute the required output weight of the variables
using inference procedure approximation. There lies some
limitation as well because the inference procedure of DBNs is
only restricted to bottom-up pass. There exists a greedy layer,
that learns features of a single layer and never re-adjusts with
the remaining layers [72], [73].

E. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
CNN is another type of Deep learning technique based solely
on feed-forward architecture [74] for classification. CNNs are
commonly used for pattern recognition and provide better
data classification. These networks have small size neurons
present on every layer of the designed model architecture that
process the input data in the form of receptive fields [75].
Figure 10 provides the layer-wise architecture of a basic
CNN network.

Filters are the base of local connections that are convolved
with the input and share the same parameters (weight W i

and bias ni) to generate i feature maps (zi), each of size
a− b− 1. The convolutional layers compute the dot product
between the weights and provided inputs. So, the parameters
for weight W i and biasing ni for generation of maps zi for i
features with sizes a− b− 1 can be given as

zi = g(W i
∗ r + ni) (5)

An activation function f or a non-linearmethodology needs
to be applied to get the output of the convolution layers.
It should be noted that inputs are very small regions of the
original volumes as depicted in Figure 10. Down sampling
is carried out at each subsampling layer to feature maps and
decrease the parameters in the network. This, in turn, controls
the overfitting and boosts the training process. The pooling
process is carried out over p × p elements (also known as
filter size) for adjoining expanse of all the feature maps. In the
final stage, the layers need to be fully connected as in other
neural networks. These later layers take the previous low-
level and mid-level features and generate high-level abstrac-
tion form the input speech data. The last layer also known as
SVM or Softmax is utilized to further generate the score of
classification in probabilistic terms to relate to a certain class.
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FIGURE 10. Layer-wise convolutional neural network architecture.

F. AUTO ENCODER (AE)
AE is a type of neural network with a detailed built-in model
representation [76], [77]. The generalized architecture of
AE is depicted in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11. Auto Encoder architecture.

The encoder function fθ is mapped to the provided input
vector i in the h hidden layers. In function fθ , θ = {Wt , c},
where Wt is the weight metric, and c is the biasing vector.
As far as the decoder function gθ is concerned, the hidden
layer represents h to the input d that is reconstructed via eo.
There are two variations of AE, that include Stacked Auto

Encoder (SAE) and Variational Auto Encoders (VAE). The
VAE utilizes the log-likelihood of data and influences the
lower bound estimator from a given graphical prototype
with uninterrupted underlying variables [78]. The generative
parameters θ (generative model parameter) and φ (varia-
tional parameter) assist the overall process of approxima-
tion. Another variation termed as Auto-Encoding Variational
Bayes (AEVB) algorithm further optimizes the parameters θ

and φ for various probabilistic encoders qφ(j/i) in any defined
neural network. This in turn leads to approximation of the
generative model pθ (i, j), where j is expressed as latent vari-
able under a simplified distribution given as N (0, I ), and
I is the identity matrix. The aim to enhance the probability of
each i in the given training set with the underlying generative
process given by

Pθ (i) =
∫
pθ (j)pθ (i/j)dj (6)

In the next section, a summary of the papers based on
different deep learning techniques for speech-based emotion
recognition is presented. Also, discussion is made on the
layer-wise working of these deep learning techniques, and
future directions are provided.

V. SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE, DISCUSSION AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
For SER, many deep learning algorithms have been devel-
oped [79]–[84]. However, there exist meaningful prospects
and fertile ground for future research opportunities not only
in SER but many other domains [85]–[87]. The layer-wise
structure of neural networks adaptively learns features from
available raw data hierarchically [88], [89]. The remainder of
this section summarizes the literature on deep layer architec-
tures, learning and regularization methodologies discussed in
the context of SER.

Deep learning techniques utilize some key features during
various applications such as SER, natural language process-
ing (NLP) and sequential information processing described
in Table 6. In the case of SER, most of these techniques use
supervised algorithms during their implementation, however,
there is a shift to semi supervised learning [90]. This will
enhance the learning of real-world data without the need
for manual human labels. Table 7 provides a summary of
the Deep learning techniques used by researchers along with
their respective descriptive key features, databases used, and
results from accuracy outcome, and some commentary on
future directions.
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TABLE 6. Summary of deep learning techniques with descriptive key
features.

The traditional SER systems typically incorporate vari-
ous classification models such as GMMs and HMMs. The
GMMs are utilized for representation of the acoustic features
of sound units. The HMMs, on the other hand, are utilized for
dealing with temporal variations in speech signals [82]–[84].
The modeling process using such traditional techniques
requires a larger dataset to achieve accuracy in emotion recog-
nition, and hence, is time-consuming. In contrast, deep learn-
ing methods are comprised of various non-linear rudiments
that perform computation on a parallel basis [85]. However,
these methods need to be structured with deeper layered
architectures.

A deep learning technique based on discriminative pre-
training modality using DNN-HMM along with MFCC coef-
ficients has been presented in [95]. The DNN-HMM has
been combined with RBM utilizing unsupervised training
to recognize different speech emotions. The Hybrid deep
learning modality can achieve better results [122]. The same
DNN-HMM has been presented and compared with the
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). It is investigated along
with restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) for a scenario
where unsupervised and discriminative pre-training is con-
cerned. The results obtained in both cases are then com-
pared with those obtained for two layers and multilayers
perception of GMM-HMMs and shallow-NN-HMMs. The
hybrid DNN-HMMs with pre-training has accuracy using
eNTERFACE05 dataset of 12.22% with unsupervised train-
ing, 11.67% for GMM-HMMs, 10.56% forMLP-HMMs and
17.22% for shallow- NN-HMMs respectively. This suggests

multimodality as a fruitful avenue for research, and also, there
is a span for improving the accuracy of emotion recognition,
robustness, and efficiency of the recognition system [123].

The main problem that affects the overall performance
of the RNN is its sensitivity towards the disappearance of
gradients [84], [85]. In [95], an adaptive SER system based
on deep learning technique known as DRNN is used for SER.
The learning stage of the model includes both frame-level
and short-time acoustic features, due to their similar structure.
Another multi-tasking deep neural network with shared hid-
den layers named MT-SHL-DNN is utilized in [111], where
the transformation of features is shared. Here, the output
layers have an association separately with each data set used.
The DNN also helps in measuring the SER based on the
nature of the speaker and gender. When the DNNs are used
for encoding of segments into length vectors that are fixed in
nature, this is done by using pooling of various hidden layer
over the specified time. The design of the feature encoding
procedure is done in such a manner that it can be used jointly
with segmental level classifier for efficient classification.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) also uses the layer-
wise structure and can categorize the seven universal emo-
tions from the defined speech spectrograms [111]. In [114],
a technique for SER that is based on spectrograms and deep
CNN is presented. The model consists of three fully con-
nected convolutional layers for extracting emotional features
from the spectrogram images of the speech signal. Another
adaptation, where a technique that shares priors between
related source and target classes (SPRST) is carried out
in [115]. The two-layered neural network where speech data
is collected from various sources and scenarios usually led to
mismatching and hence degrades the overall performance of
the system. Initially, a pre-training of the weights is carried
out for the first layer and then classification parameters of
the second layer are enforced between the two taken classes.
These classes with less labeled data in the target domain can
borrow information from the source associated domain to
compensate for the deficiencies.

The tendency of DNNs to learning the specific features
from various auditory emotion recognition systems is ana-
lyzed in [117]. These features include voice and music-based
recognition. Further, the utilization of cross-channel archi-
tecture can improve the general performance in a complex
environment. The model provided some good results for
human speech signal and music signal; however, the results
for generalized auditory emotion recognition are not opti-
mal [110]. The purpose of this cross-channel hierarchy is to
extract specific features and combine them into a much more
generalized scenario. Also, these models can be coupled with
visual-basedDNNs to improve automatic SER. RNNs utiliza-
tion in such a scenario can further boost the performance for
the input data with time-dependent constraints.

According to the study in [118], the evaluation of CNN
has been assessed using a more autonomous scenario
known as Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). The HRI used
a humanoid robotic head that resulted in the desired
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emotional feedback. It works with several processes simul-
taneously: feature extraction based on shape, facial charac-
teristics and information regarding the subject motion. The
reception of shunting inhibitory fields internally increased the
depth of the network for emotion extraction. Later on, cross-
channel learning is used to correlate the static and dynamic
streams in the same scenario. As the model works efficiently
for a person performing spontaneous real-time expressions,
it can be further extended to a multimodal system, where
visual stimuli can also be used as an input with audio.

A hybrid deep learning modality may inherit the underly-
ing properties of RNN with CNN, with convolutional levels
implanted with RNN [94], [105], [118]. This enables the
model to obtain both frequency and temporal dependency
in a given speech signal. Sometimes, a memory enhanced
reconstruction-error-based RNN for continuous speech emo-
tion recognition can also be used [97]. This RNN model uses
two components, first an auto-encoder for the reconstruc-
tion of features, and second for the prediction of emotions.
It can also be used to obtain further insights into the behav-
ior of BLSTM-based RNN using regression models such
as SVR [95].

SER algorithms based on CNNs and RNNs have been
investigated in [118]. The deep hierarchical CNNs architec-
ture for feature extraction has been combined with LSTM
network layers. It was found that CNNs have a time-based
distributed network that provides results with greater accu-
racy. Similarly, in [103], a system based on a deep convo-
lutional network (DCNN) that used audio data as input is
presented, named PCA-DCNNs-SER. It contained 2 con-
volutional layers and 2 pooling layers. Before comput-
ing the log-spectrogram, the background interferences have

been eliminated by using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) scheme. The noise-free spectrogram is divided into
non-overlapping components. Using hand-crafted acoustic
features, this model also performed well for the SVM based
classification. As emotional expressions are usually spon-
taneous, their classification into the positive and negative
domain is quite easy.

Preprocessing is an aditionaltask usually required to be
carried out before recognition of emotion from the speech
signal [120]. To eliminate these drawbacks, a real-time SER
system is needed that can work on end-to-end deep learn-
ing architecture. An example based spectrogram processing
using DNN is given in [122]. It requires a deep hierarchical
architecture, regularization, and augmentation of data.

Emotion recognition from speech using salient features
has also been researched, where a CNN based on affective
learning is used [121]. Initially, the CNN is trained with
unlabeled samples for learning localized invariant features
(LIF) using a Sparse auto-encoder (SAE). A well-known
variation of auto-encoder is the Variational Auto-encoder
(VAE) [120]. Afterward, the LIF is utilized as input for the
extraction of features using SDFA. The reason here is to
learn salient features that are discriminative and orthogonal
for speech emotion recognition [123]. The results obtained
with these experiments are more stable, accurate and robust
in recognition in complex scenarios where there is varia-
tion in language and speaker, and other environmental dis-
tortion. Emotions such as happiness, joy, sadness, neutral,
surprise, boredom, disgust, fear, and anger can easily be rec-
ognized. But it becomes hard to do so when real-time emotion
recognition is desired. A variation of this salient features-
based emotion learning has been presented in [123], where
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a semi-Convolutional neural network (semi-CNN) is pre-
sented for SER. The same two-stage training has been carried
out. However, the experimental results obtained are robust,
stable and accurate for emotion recognition in scenarios such
as a distorted speech environment. The experiments are car-
ried out on synthetic data.

A comparison of DNN with GMM for SER has been pre-
sented in [124], where both the techniques are tested for the
six universal emotions. The comparative analysis of GMM
and DNN classifiers showed that the system’s performance
could be improved after the introduction of deep learning. For
system modeling, various sizes of deep hidden layers (512,
1024, 2048 and so on) and acoustic features such as MFCCs,
PLPs, FBANKs are used. Combining these three acoustic
features showed better performance and provide recognition
rate of 92.3% as compared to single acoustic features that
were 92.1% when using MFCCs. This study concluded that
emotion recognition systems that are based on deep learn-
ing architecture provide better performance compared to the
systems using GMMs as classifiers. A DNN based on Gener-
alized Discriminant Analysis (GerDA) for SER is proposed
in [26], [125], [127]. The model learns features that are
discriminative for low dimensions and optimized for faster
classification of large acoustic feature set. A comparative
analysis is carried out for GerDA and its competitor linear
classifiers such as SVMs to analyze its performance.

Deep learning is mostly used for natural language process-
ing but its architecture is able to handle different modalities
such as SER and speech recognition. According to [128],
the RvNN can be used for the classification of natural lan-
guage sentences as well as natural image processing. It ini-
tially computes the overall score of the possible pair for
merging them in pairs and to build a syntactic tree. The pair
of highest score is further combined with a vector known
as compositional vector [129]–[131]. Once the pair gets
merged, the RvNN then generates multiple units, the region
representing vectors, and the classification labels. It should
be noted that the RvNN tree structure is the compositional
representation of vectors for the entire considered region.

As a final remark, deep learning is rapidly becoming a
method of choice over traditional techniques for SER. Also,
most of the research is evolving towards multimodal and
unsupervised SER, speech recognition and NLP [132], [133].
Multimodal emotion recognition can use input data such as
audio-visual at the same time, in an efficient way.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a detailed review of the deep learn-
ing techniques for SER. Deep learning techniques such as
DBM, RNN, DBN, CNN, and AE have been the subject of
much research in recent years. These deep learning meth-
ods and their layer-wise architectures are briefly elaborated
based on the classification of various natural emotion such as
happiness, joy, sadness, neutral, surprise, boredom, disgust,
fear, and anger. These methods offer easy model training as
well as the efficiency of shared weights. Limitations of deep

learning techniques include their large layer-wise internal
architecture, less efficiency for temporally-varying input data
and over-learning during memorization of layer-wise infor-
mation. This research work forms a base to evaluate the per-
formance and limitations of current deep learning techniques.
Further, it highlights some promising directions for better
SER systems.
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